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Goal • In this domain, the vehicle 
• The optimal plan traces the 
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Rescue-Helicopter.Retrieve(group g) // activity 1
{ // activity / method body
do pickup(g) maintaining { threat = low } [300,+INF];
g = safe
}
Fire-Helicopter.Extinguish-Fire(location loc) // activity 2
{ // activity / method body
do {




} watching { fire = controlled };
threat = low
}
Rescue-Family() // control program
{ // method body
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{ A } |
if c then A |
when c then A |
do A maintaining c |
do A watching c |
choose { A, A’, … }
c := assignment to state variable
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{ A } |
do A maintaining c
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if A then {
B,
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2 [400,500]
Ask ( battery = charged )
Nodes represent events in time
Simple temporal constraints
400 d (time(3) – time(2)) d 500
An episode comprised of state assertions (Tells), state queries (Asks), and primitive actions
drive-path ( )
Tell ( location = unknown )
3
Decision node – only one out-arc
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fly-to ( rescue-point )
Rescue-Helicopter
Retrieve ( family ) Rescue-Helicopterfly-to ( hospital )
Fire-Helicopter
fly-to ( forest-fire ) Fire-HelicopterExtinguish-Fire ( forest-fire )
Fire-Helicopter







Ask ( threat = low )
pickup ( family )
[300,+INF]
Tell ( family = safe )
[0,+INF]





Ask ( retardant = present )
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if c then A[l1,u1]
     else B[l1,u1]
Reactive Execution: 
when c then A[l,u] 
Condition Maintenance: 
do A[l,u] maintaining c 
Preemption:






















































UAV1.fly-to ( waypoint )
























































































UAV1.fly-to ( waypoint )
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make-distance-graph (TPN input)
returns distance graph
1. Let d = distance graph
2. For each event, i, in input
3. add node i to d
4. For each episode from i to j in input
5. add arc (i,j) to d with episode upperbound as weight
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Tell ( X )
Tell ( not ( X ) )
This ordering arc ensures
that the two conflicting
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Ask ( lights = on )
[13,16]
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Spock ( control program, activity library )
returns complete, consistent plan that achieves the control program
1. let C = initial candidate based on control program
2. let priority queue = {C}
3. while priority queue is non-empty
4. let C = least cost candidate from priority queue
5. if C is consistent,
6. if C is complete, return C
7. let children = child-expansion ( C, activity library )
8. for each D in children
9. update-cost(D)





















fire1 = suppressed [0,0];
[0,90];
fire2 = suppressed [0,0]
}
[0,60]
Ask ( fire1 = suppressed )
[0,90]
Ask ( fire2 = suppressed )
[0,0] [0,0]
Control Program RMPL Code
Control Program TPN
Note:
• Deadline for fire1 suppression 
is 60 time units after mission 
start
• Deadline for fire2 suppression 
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location UAV = unknown,
[dist(origin,destination),+INF];
location UAV = destination [0,+INF]
}
Move Activity RMPL Code Move Activity TPN
Fly-to ( destination )








} maintaining location UAV = waypoint;
waypoint = suppressed [0,+INF]
}








Ask ( location UAV = waypoint )
Tell ( waypoint = suppressed )







Ask ( location UAV = waypoint )Ask ( location UAV = waypoint )
Fly-to ( dest )
Tell ( location UAV = unknown ) Tell ( loc UAV = dest )
[dist(origin,dest),+INF] [0,+INF]








Tell ( wpt = spprsd )
Drop-Water ( fire1 )
[0,60]
Ask ( fire1 = suppressed )
[0,90]










Tell ( wpt = spprsd )
Drop-Water ( fire2 )
Fly-to ( dest )
Tell ( location UAV = unknown ) Tell ( loc UAV = dest )
[dist(origin,dest),+INF] [0,+INF]
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Fly-to ( fire1 )
Tell ( location UAV = unknown ) Tell ( location UAV = fire1 )
[dist(Base,fire1),+INF] [0,+INF]
Move ( Base, fire1 )







Tell ( fire1 = suppressed )
Drop-Water ( fire1 )
[0,60]
Ask ( fire1 = suppressed )
[0,90]
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Tell ( light = on )
Ask ( light = on )
Ask (battery = charged )
Ask ( light = on )
Inserted Event





- Start event inserted
- Ask constraints supported by 
candidate active Tells
- Tell constraints consistent 
with candidate active Tells
Tell ( battery = charged )
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1. let c = copy of candidate
2. choose between lines 3, 7, 11:
3. find enabled activities
4. let a = choose an enabled activity
5. instantiate(c,a)
6. return c
7. find enabled episodes
8. let e = choose an enabled episode
9. insert(c,e)
10. return c
11. find enabled events
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Find-Enabled-Activities (candidate C, activity library L)
1. let S = empty set of activities
2. for each activity, A, in L
3. let OK = true
4. for each Ask, K,  following the start event of A
5. if K is not closed by the active Tells in C
6. OK = false
7. end-for
8. if OK = true
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1. let S = empty set of Episodes
2. for each pending episode, T, in C
3. let OK = true
4. for each Ask, A, in T
5. if A is not closed by the active Tells in C
6. OK = false
7. end if
8. end-for
9. for each Tell, L, in T
10. if L is inconsistent with the active Tells in C
11. OK = false
12. end-if
13. end-for
14. if OK = true






































Pending Event Pending Episode
Inserted Episode
Tell ( light = on )
Ask ( light = on )
Tell ( temperature = hot )





Tell ( light = on )
Ask ( light = on )
Tell ( temperature = hot )
Tell ( temperature = cold )
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Find-Conflicting-Tells (candidate C, Tell A)
1. let S = empty set of Tells
2. for each inactive Tell, T, in C
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1. for each Ask, A, in episode
2. let S = choose supporting active Tell in candidate
3. add causal link to candidate from S.start to A.start
4. add causal link to candidate from A.end to S.end
5. end-for
6. for each Tell, T, in episode
7. for each Tell, C, in candidate that conflicts with T
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Pending Event Pending Episode
Inserted Episode
Tell ( light = on )
Ask ( light = on )
Tell ( temperature = hot )




Tell ( light = on )
Ask ( light = on )
Tell ( temperature = hot )
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Find-Enabled-Events (candidate C)
1. let S = empty set of Events
2. for each pending event, E, in C
3. let OK = true
4. for each preceding episode, P, of E
5. if P is not inserted
6. OK = false
7. end-if
8. end-for
9. if OK = true









1. mark event inserted (not pending)








































Ask ( radio bus = powered )
1 2[0,10]
[0,+INF] [0,+INF]
This candidate is inconsistent
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1. For i = 1 to |nodes of N|
2. d(i) = +INF
3. examined_count(i) = 0;
4. End-For
5. d(source) = 0;
6. list = {source};
7. while (list is non-empty)
8. i = pop head of list;
9. examined_count(i)++;
10. if examined_count(i) > n
11. return “Negative Cycle”
12. End-If
13. For each arc (i,j) in N
14. If d(j) > d(i) + c(i,j)
15. d(j) = d(i) + c(i,j);
16. If j is not in list
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Ask ( radio bus = powered )















Ask ( radio bus = powered )
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1. for each Ask, A, in episode
2. let S = choose supporting active Tell in candidate
3. add causal link to candidate from S.start to A.start
4. add causal link to candidate from A.end to S.end
5. end-for
6. for each Tell, T, in episode
7. for each Tell, C, in candidate that conflicts with T
8. add causal link to candidate from C.end to T.start
9. end-for
10. if candidate contains matching active Tell, C
11. optionally:
12. add episode to candidate from C.start to T.end
13. add episode to candidate from T.start to C.end
14. add Tell to candidate from C.start to T.end
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1 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0








? ? 0 ? ? 1
? 1 0 ? 1 1? 0 0 ? 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 10 0 1 0 1 1
No Duplicate States
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returns two child candidates
1. let c1, c2 = copy of candidate
2. if ( candidate has enabled episodes )




7. return c1, c2
8. else if ( candidate has enabled event )




13. return c1, c2
14. else if ( activity-library has enabled activity )




19. return c1, c2
20. end-if
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Argument of Search Completeness – Case 1
Process Event 2 First…
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Ask (X) Inserting this enabledevent will cause Ask(X)
to be un-enabled, because
the Tell(X) that closes
Ask(X) will be deactivated
Enabled Event
Enabled Episode
Inserting either of these 
enabled episodes will 
cause the other episode 
to be un-enabled, 
because the Tell(not(Y)) 












Insert Event Block Event
Initial Candidate













Event is enabled 
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Time to Solve 
1 6 5 8 0.04s
2 10 13 11 0.14s
3 9 11 14 0.14s
4 11 13 17 0.11s
5 16 32 68 0.67s
6 20 44 299 2.35s





































Ask (at $start) Tell (at $end)
[5,10][0,0] [0,+INF]
UFFAV Move Activity
Ask (have retardant) [10,20][0,0]
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Ask ( X = v )







Tell ( X = v )





















Ask ( X = v )





Tell ( X = v )













(f + g)-value = 15
The Ax and Bx nodes do not need to be inserted, as they were 
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This TPN structure can be generated with RMPL
This TPN structure motivates additional  RMPL constructs
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